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Being White Privilege and violated
for it

I hated my family growing up on some level. I did not want to. You can’t

help the family your born into. Yet you are judged for it. I spent part of

my childhood hoping I’d find I was adopted. Now I wish more than ever

that were true.

I grew up in Maryland but I was born in Virginia. I wonder if I’d turned

out to be so different from my family if we had stayed in the state for

lovers. I suspect I would have rejected my family’s values regardless.

There was something in me even as a child that wanted to laugh. I

wanted to be happy. I wanted to like people not hate them.

Times have changed. Now I seem to just want all contact with the world

to cease. I want to be able to create again. I want to be able to imagine. I

want to be me.
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Well since 2014 I have been maliciously told by trolls I have white

privilege. The above is a sample of her work. She insists she is female. I

didn’t know I was required to have a mortgage and bills and if I don’t

I’m not an actor? I have rent. I have a smart phone. I had student loans.

I was working on sets full time and I was in school to learn digital

media and film making so I could freelance in the industry. Instead I
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have some dubious actress telling casting I’m lazy and the world I’m

banned from sets.

I didn’t know having White Privilege was a reason to take things you

earned a way. My troll asked why I didn’t get a scholarship to USC? I

didn’t apply for a scholarship at USC but then I didn’t want to go to

USC. It is a private school and expensive and I don’t want more debt. I

went to a community college to get skills to train to support acting but

not give it up. Instead I’ve discovered white privilege means I can’t be

on sets after the age of 35. I have to be in a relationship. And growing

up with white privilege means I don’t get to have hope or dream.

All the things this troll says are untrue but people have believed them.

I’m not moving to New York. I’m not moving to Atlanta. I did not retire

from Acting. I’m not interested in reading audio books. Too much strain

on my throat and I have a thyroid disease. I’m Buddhist, Vegan, and not

a lesbian.

The industry is trying to make me leave and what they are doing is

taking from me the one place I can live and deal with my disease. White

Privilege means I can be driven out of town. White privilege means I

can’t find a safe place to practice Buddhism with out being attacked for

it.

White privilege means I’m a Trump supporter even though I’m certain I

voted for Obama and Hillary. It means native American actresses can

act like I’m bothering them since I’m not Jewish or black. By the way I

have never been anti semetic. I dated Jews in Grad school. I just do not

want to be Jewish.

I suspect no one will read this. If you do comment yes. I know my troll

wants me not to have friends because I have white privilege. I’m not to

be an editor, photographer, actor, poet, or anything of talent because I

have white privilege. I’m to know I’m not special because of white

privilege. Then why do I exist? Why should I fight to live? Why should I

care about anyone or anything if I’m a nobody and nothing because I’m

white and privileged.

I’m sick of the prejudice and ignorance. I’m sick of the perverted

racism. I’m sick of being ostracized from feeling safe and having a

home. I am home in Los Angeles. I was happy here. I did not commit a

crime or a scam or a fraud.
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I lost the ability to be a runner in 1997. Losing being an actor leaves me

with nothing to live for. I didn’t know I was required to have a life like

everyone else. I don’t want to hang out with friends. I want to be in an

acting class. I want to feel safe to write poetry and scripts.

I don’t feel safe. I don’t feel guilty. I don’t want to be around people who

don’t respect I’m an actor. I don’t want to do things I don’t like to do. I

don’t want to make fake friends just to have money.

I’m sick of white privilege ruining my day.
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